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Optimal ore body boundary and production area geometry
(Stope) are essential to maximize the profit from an
underground mining project subject to inherent physical,
geotechnical and geological constraints. Number of
researches have been introduced for stope boundary
optimization but true optimal solution in three dimensional
spaces is still out of reach. This article proposed a computer
programming based optimization model using mixed integer
linear programming based algorithm that incorporate stope
boundary optimization with varying cost of mining and
selling price of the metal. An actual ore body model was
taken as case study to implement the algorithm in real
mining scenario. In validation study, it is observed that, by
using proposed model, the profit can be increased by 10% -
15% as compared to the present stoping practice.
Simulating the optimal stope boundary by changing the
various cost and price parameters helps to opt the best
possible option for a given mining scenario to make most
realistic plan.

Keywords: Stope, boundary, modelling, algorithm, ore
body.

1.0 Introduction

Economic potential evaluation of a mineral deposit is
one of the primary tasks carried out at planning stage
and in fact continues throughout mine life by mining

engineers. Mining is done in stage by stage through a
collection of activities including exploration, ore body
modelling, grade modelling, valuation of the deposit, mining
method selection, mode of entry, mine development, stope
preparation, drilling and blasting, ore extraction and
transportation, milling and marketing of final products.

Optimization in each stage is very much important to maximize
the natural resource extraction as well as for reduction in cost
and maximization of profit from the resources. Stope
boundary optimization is one of the major concerns for
optimum extraction of the deposit from an underground mine
and to get maximum profit. For very long, a plenty of
researches have been reported on opencast pit optimization
and number of algorithms have been developed over the
years and the true solution is guaranteed with commercial
computer package like Whittle. Unlike open pit mining, there
is a limited research documented for the optimization of the
stope geometry in underground mining. Apart from the
quantity of research, the quality of the works carried out and
the tools available for optimization of underground
metalliferous mines, are as expected, much lower than that for
their open pit counterpart (Ataee-Pour, 2000). There are
various reasons for the lack of research in underground mine
optimization. These include generality, complexity and
acceptability (Ovanic and Young, 1995).

Stope geometry optimization can be described as the
decision of what part of a mineral resource should be mined
(and what part should be left in place) in order to maximize
the return from the stope as well as from the project. It has
long been realized that mining simply every part of an ore
body with a grade higher than zero is not economical and will
not lead to a successful mining operation. By selecting a cut-
off grade, it makes sure that each block of ore pays for its
own mining. However, depending on the ore body
configuration and grade distribution in an ore body, cutoff
grade value can be dynamically determined for different parts
of the ore body to maximize the profit. Therefore, optimization
of ore body boundary for varying grade and mining cost is
essential for profit maximization from this deposit. Due to the
lack of optimization tools the underground mine planning
process can be very time consuming. Especially the design
of stope at different cut-off grades can take a significant
amount of time. As a consequence of the process being very
time consuming, underground mine optimization is in many
cases not carried out properly resulting in sub-optimal project
performance and loss of potential profit.
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Thus, to understand the advancement in stope boundary
optimization, previous research works have been extensively
surveyed and an efficient computer programming has been
developed using mixed integer linear programming based
algorithm to evaluate the optimum stope boundary in an
underground mine. The optimization procedure is elaborately
discussed.

Optimization model formulation with flow chart and
equations are also stated in this text. The developed model is
also tested in a real data collected from Indian underground
copper mine. Ore body model prepared in Date Mine software
is used as input in optimization model. The optimization
output for ore body and individual stope are noted and
compared to real output from existing stope design practice
in the mines. Different scenario analyses are also conducted
for varying mining cost and copper price along with a
comparative study with the output using original parameters.

2.0 Previous research works
An extensive literature survey has been conducted to
understand the process of stope design in underground
mining and to study the different models and algorithms for
optimum extraction of minerals. Some of the remarkable
algorithms, which are already being developed and
implemented to determine optimized stope layout, their
features and drawbacks, are discussed below.

Ovanic and Young (1995) proposed a mixed integer
programming based formulation which is known as type-two
special ordered sets. The algorithm uses two piecewise linear
cumulative functions and identifies the optimized start and
end points for mining. The algorithm is applicable on regular
or irregular sized mining blocks within the ore body model.
However, the limitation of the approach is that it optimizes
the stope boundary on single dimension. Thus, the algorithm
generates a partial optimal solution of the problem. Griceo and
Dimitrakopoulos (2007) also presented a MILP based
optimization model. In this approach, the entire ore body is
first divided into number of layers, panels and rings and then
optimize number of rings for which the metal content is
maximized is calculated. The geological uncertainty may also
be considered in the model. However, based on the size of
mining blocks, the algorithm considers the block into
predefined rings. As a result, the model deviates from the
optimality.

A novel heuristic approach was presented by
Sandanayake, Topal and Ali (2015) to determine optimized
stope layout for an underground mine. The algorithm
generates a set of all possible stopes to provide the solution
which maximizes the economic value of the stope under
physical and geotechnical constraints. The computational
complexity was explained and established in this article to
solve the stope layout problem, specifically for generating
unique and non-overlapping stopes. This case study reflects

the success in addressing the computational complexity of
the problem. Ataee-Pour (2000 and 2004) demonstrated a
heuristic method based on the maximum value neighborhood
(MVN) approach. The algorithm identifies a set of possible
neighborhoods for each mining block in the ore body model
and depending on the economic value; the algorithm
identifies the optimal neighborhood. For a particular mining
block as starting point, MVN offers robust solution to the
complex stope optimization problem. However, the limitation
is that if the starting location of a block model is varied, the
MVN algorithm produces different solutions to the model.
Sens and Topal (2009) also contributed a heuristic approach
for stope layout optimization.

The algorithm is capable to incorporate variable stope
sizes for stope boundary or layout development in three-
dimensions. It eliminates the limitations of floating stope
algorithm in the overlapping stopes within the solution.
However, the algorithm generates only one set of non-
overlapping stopes depending upon maximum economic value
as a criterion. But in practical, multiple combinations of non-
overlapping stope sets exist, and the optimal solution must
be selected among these combinations. Another heuristic
method was developed by Copland and Nehring (2016) for
design and optimization of stope boundary along with an
extraction scheduling in a single model. They realize and
emphasize the need of integrated approach. The model
provides a basis for future work in the application of integer
programming to other areas of underground optimization. Bai,
Marcotte and Simon (2014) proposed a new heuristic sublevel
mining stope optimizer. It looks for suitable raise location for
stope and different design constraints for optimization. The
optimization is done on the locations and lengths of raises
using genetic algorithms. For each raise, a local network is
defined in cylindrical coordinates around the raise such as to
impose the design constraints. It was found that the multiple
raises approach led to significantly improved economic value
as compared to the single-raise stope optimizer, and the
dilution is also substantially reduced compared to the single-
raise case.

Alford (1995) proposed floating stope algorithm which
searches the ore and waste mining blocks within the ore body
model. The maximization of ore tonnage, grade, metal content
or economic value is considered for optimizing the stope
layout problem. However, the algorithm generates overlapping
stopes within the ore body and it requires manual adjustment
on optimization model. As a result, it produces a sub-optimal
solution. Cawrse (1995 and 2001) also contributed a Multiple
Pass Floating Stope Process (MPFSP). The MPFSP identifies
stope envelopes within the ore body. However, it does not
address the limitation of “floating stope” algorithm.

Graph theory and network flow based algorithm was
proposed by Bai, Marcotte and Simon (2012). The algorithm
defines a cylindrical coordinate system around a specified
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raise location and optimizes the stope
profit. The authors compared the
performance of the algorithm with the
floating stope algorithm and obtained
better solutions. However, this algorithm is
limited to small mineralized ore bodies and
sub-level stoping mining method. Little,
Knights and Topal (2013) presented an
optimal stope design, and long-term
production scheduling algorithm and
demonstrated the benefits of using an
integrated optimization approach for mine
planning. Four deferent algorithms were
studied by Erdogana, Ciglab et al. (2017)
and their applicability was checked in an
underground mine where sublevel stoping
mining method was adopted. The selected
algorithms were floating stope, maximum
value neighborhood, and two special
applications developed by Sens and Topal
and Sandanayake and Topal. They
compared these algorithms capabilities,
limitations 'with respect to stope
optimization results from an existing
underground mine. The results showed
that none of them can give a true optimum
solution; they provide only approximate
solutions in three dimensions.

3.0 Materials and methods
The resource modelling is one of the key
requirements for optimization of the stope
boundary. Resource modelling is basically
a block model in three dimensional spaces
along X, Y and Z directions which are
along the strike, width and height of the
ore body respectively. By using suitable
grade estimation technique, the block
model is assigned with grade to generate
the ore body model. The proposed model
optimizes each dimension based on
economic value which is obtained from
each block grade, tonnage, various mining
cost and selling price of the metal. Fig.1
presents a flow chart illustrating basic
methodology.
3.1 MATHEMATICAL MODEL FORMULATION

Stope boundary optimization model
formulation is done to determine optimal
starting and end point of each dimension
of the ore body model. Trough position,
direction of trough, and stope wall are also
considered to determine the optimal stope
boundary. Finally, the model develops an

Start

Parameters: Define all the necessary
parameters related to orebody modelling,
price, cost, trough position, trough angle,

inclined wall etc.

Decision variables: Define all the decision
variables related to starting and ending point

of the stope at each direction, adjacent layers,
stope boundary at each direction, trough

position, trough angle, angle of the inclined
wall etc.

Constraints: Define all the constraints
related to starting and ending point of the

stope at each direction, adjacent layers, stope
boundary at each direction, volume of the ore
body under the trough area trough position,
trough angle, angle of the inclined wall etc.

Objective function: Define objective
function related to price of the extracted

mineral, cost of extraction of ore, hence total
profit

Run the optimization model with one
combination of 1, 2, 1, 2, S

Run the optimization model with another
combination of 1, 2, 1, 2, S

If the optimal
solution is better

Ignore this
optimal
solution

Store or update the optimal solution

If any other
combination left

Consider the final updated optimal solution
as final optimal solution End

Where:
1 = Trough  angle
towards hang wall
ranging from 50 to
70 degree with 5
degree increment
2 = Trough  angle
towards foot wall
ranging from 50 to
70 degree with 5
degree increment
1 = Angle of the
wall at the starting
point along the
strike ranging from
30 to 90 degree with
5 degree increment
2 = Angle of the
wall at the ending
point along the
strike ranging from
30 to 90 degree with
5 degree increment
S = Trough position
along the width of
the ore body from
the origin

No

No

Yes

Yes

Fig.1 Flow chart of model formulation for stope optimization
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optimal stope layout by maximizing the total economic value
(profit) subject to the physical and geotechnical constraints.
The following notations are defined for explaining the steps
of the algorithm.
3.1.1. Assumptions

The following assumptions are made for development of
the optimization model:

Position of the trough is assumed to be at the middle of
the ore body or user defined position.

Trough angle is considered in between 50 and 70 degree
from the horizontal.

Angle of the wall at start point and at end point are
considered in between 30 and 130 degree from the horizontal.

Grade of non-minable ore zone due to trough is
considered as average grade.
3.1.2. Parameters

VB = Volume of each block.
SG = Specific gravity of ore.
PM = Metal price per tonne.
FC, VC, MC = Fixed cost, variable cost and processing

cost per tonne of metal respectively for each block.
PCijk = Cumulative profit coefficient for each block.
1, 2 = Trough angle towards hangwall and footwall

respectively are in between 50 and 70 degree from horizontal
with 5 degree increment.

1, 2 = Angle of the wall at the starting point and the
ending point respectively in between 30 and 130 degree from
horizontal with 10 degree increment.

S = Trough position along the width of the ore body.
W = Width of the ore body.
Rijk = Position of each block in ore body model.
Gh, Gf = Average grade under the trough towards

hangwall and footwall respectively.
Vt, Vl = Volume due to inclined wall at the tailing end and

leading end respectively.
Gt, Gl = Average grade due to inclined wall at the tailing

end and leading end respectively
3.1.3 Preprocessing

Cumulative profit factor based on the price and cost for
each dimension is determined below

... (1)

Average grade under the trough towards hangwall based
on the trough angle is determined bellow.

... (2)

Where, Hh is the sequence of block number at (W–S)*tan1
position and Sm is the sequence of block number at trough
position.

Average grade under the trough towards footwall on the
trough angle is determined below.

... (3)

Where, Hf is the sequence of block number at S*tan1
position and Sm is the sequence of block number at trough
position.

Average grade due to inclined wall at the tailing end is
determined below.

... (4)

Where, Lt is the sequence of block number at  position.

Average grade due to inclined wall at the leading end is
determined below.

... (5)

Where, Ll is the sequence of block number at 
position.

Volume due to inclined wall at the tailing end is determined
based on the angle at tailing end below.

... (6)

Volume due to inclined wall at the leading end is
determined based on the angle at leading end below.

... (7)

3.1.4 Decision variables
xijk = Starting point of the stope
yijk = Ending point of the stope
oijk = Boolean variable to consider maximum one block at

the starting point of the stope
pijk = Boolean variable to consider maximum to one block

at the ending point of the stope
bjk = Start point of the boundary
cjk = End point of the boundary

3.1.5 Decision expression
vh = Volume under the trough towards hangwall
vf = Volume under the trough towards footwall

3.1.6 Objective function
Maximize the total profit from the stope boundary by

extracting the ore
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... (8)

3.1.7 Constraint
Starting point for each dimension will be considered

exactly one full block.

... (9)

... (10)

Ending point for each dimension will be considered exactly
one full block.

... (11)

... (12)

Starting boundary should be before the ending boundary
of each dimension

... (13)

Starting and ending with non-zero would be exactly same
of each dimension

... (14)

Boundary of the stope will be from the start point to the
end point of each dimension

... (15)

... (16)

Trough angle towards the hang wall and footwall will be
between minimum and maximum given parameters values.

... (17)

... (18)

3.1.8 Nonnegative and Boolean variable constraints

... (19)

4.0 Implementation of the optimization model
4.1 FILED DATA COLLECTION AND PREPARATION OF BLOCK MODEL

The model was tested in a real block model prepared in
Data Mine software for an Indian underground copper mine.
The deposit is located at J.hunjhunu district of Rajasthan
state having latitude 28° 0'54'' north and longitude 75° 46'32''
east. The blast hole stoping method is used in this mine. The
mine is working between the depths of about 100m to 500m
from the surface. The study area was taken between the level
70ML to 300ML along 200m strike length in north section of
the deposit. The exploration drilling was conducted from
footwall drive with fan pattern having interval of 25m. Due to
the confidentiality, the data were provided only for a certain
part of the ore body. Eight drill holes section's data were
collected for ore body modelling. The drill holes plan and
section are shown in Figs.2 and 3.

The block modelling was done for a regularized block
model with 5m×5m×5m along x, y, z, directions respectively.
The total number of block in the model is 85184 nos. The
sectional view of the block grade model and with drill hole
traces are shown in Fig.4.

Fig.3 Section of drill holes

Fig.2 Plan of drill holes
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As copper in this deposit is the primary precious metal,
only Cu grade was considered for optimization model. The
tonnage against various grades obtained from block grade
model are indicated in Fig.5.

Fig.4 Block grade model with drill holes

Fig.5 Tonnage Vs curve

TABLE 1: PARAMETERS USED FOR OPTIMIZATION MODEL

Different cost parameter Unit Quantity
Mining fixed cost per tonne of
metal produced Rs. 1,35,700
Mining variable cost per tonne of
metal produced Rs. 58,600
Concentrator cost per tonne of
metal produced Rs. 1,45,600
Concentrator recovery % 89%
Selling price per tonne of copper Rs. 4,45,800

The proposed model is capable to optimize total ore body
in different scenario as well as can be able to optimize
individual stope boundary. In first step, the model tested in
total ore body to determine the optimal boundary, the ore
contained and the metal contained in the ore body. The
maximum profit was also determined from this optimization
process for the whole ore body. The minimum and maximum
grade of ore are 0% and 6.64% Cu respectively. The material
specific gravity is considered as 3.0 tonne/m3. The grade
value for each block was estimated by reserve estimation
process. The revenue from each block was calculated from
the metal contain in this particular block and it is sale value
into the market. The input parameters considered for the
stope boundary optimization model are stipulated in the
Table 1.

The optimal ore body boundary output of the total ore
body is indicated in Table 2 and Fig.6.

Mining method adopted in this case study is blast hole
stoping method. Depending on the stability of the stope, the
dimensions of the stope block were determined. The maximum
allowable block dimensions are indicated in Table 3.

Keeping in view, the whole ore body was divided into two
stopes block. The optimized boundary and maximization of the
profit were calculated for individual block. It is observed that
ore as well as metal content along with profit is more for stope
block-S1 than S2, the optimal stope block boundary outputs
are presented in Table 4 and Figs.7 and 8.

As stope block-S1 and S2 were already mined out, the
model outputs were compared to the actual mined with

Fig.6: Optimal ore body boundary diagram of total ore body

Fig.7: Optimal stope block boundary diagram of block-S1
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Fig.8 Optimal stope block boundary diagram of block-S2

TABLE 2: OPTIMAL OUTPUT OF TOTAL OREBODY

Output parameter Unit Quantity

Ore tonnage M T 7.50
Metal M T 0.10
Grade (Cu) % 1.34%
Revenue (Rs.) Cr. 2147.06

TABLE 3: DIMENSION OF STOPE BLOCK

Direction Unit Length

Along strike m 100
Along width of the ore body m 50
Height m 60

TABLE 4: OPTIMAL OUTPUT OF EACH STOPE BLOCK

Output parameter Unit Quantity Quantity
(Block-S1) (Block-S2)

Ore tonnage M T  5.02  2.78
Metal M T 0.072 0.032
Grade (Cu) % 1.43% 1.15%
Revenue (Rs.)  Cr. 1644.49 560.54

TABLE 6: COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS WITH MINE AND OPTIMAL MODEL

OUTPUTS FOR STOPE BLOCK-S2

Output parameter Unit Quantity Quantity
from mines from model

Ore tonnage M T 2.47 2.78
Metal M T 0.028 0.032
Grade (Cu) % 1.14% 1.15%
Revenue (Rs.) Cr. 496.05 560.54

TABLE 5: COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS WITH MINE AND OPTIMAL MODEL

OUTPUTS FOR STOPE BLOCK-S1

Output parameter Unit Quantity Quantity
from mines from model

Ore tonnage M T 4.39 5.02
Metal M T 0.063 0.072
Grade (Cu) % 1.44% 1.43%
Revenue (Rs.) Cr. 1454.91  1644.49

conventional stope design technique. The results are stated
in a tabular form and the comparison of the stope block-S1
and S2 outputs with the original stope design are presented
in Tables 5 and 6.

From these tables, it has been observed that both the
stopes block values obtained from the optimization model are
10-15% more than the present manual stope design practice.

5.0 Conclusions
This article presents a mixed integer linear programming based
algorithm which can solve an ore body boundary optimization
problem for an underground mining operation. The algorithm
also gives the solution for stope boundary optimization
problem. The ore body block model as well as various cost
parameters is used as input into optimization model which
generates unique solution that maximizes the economic value
of the stope layout under physical and geotechnical
constraints. The algorithm describes the computational
process of the optimization and implementation of the
algorithm in an actual case study reflects the success of stope
output by 10-15% more in profit as compared to conventional
stope design. The algorithm can be successfully applied for
selecting the ore body boundary as well as the individual
stope boundary optimization problem.
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